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Objectives

• Share my experience and plans on 
MonsoomSIM, (for almost two years with 
MonsoonSIM).

• Sharing my thoughts on how to link  
MonsoonSIM to a real ERP.



Outline

1. MonsoonSIM in my courses

2. MonsoonSIM as effective ERP Introduction

3. Data driven decision making, and reporting

4. MonsoonSIM as effective assessment tool

5. Mapping MonsoonSIM to real ERP



MonsoonSIM in my courses



UTAR, Kampar Campus

• UTAR, Kampar campus  
• The other campus at Kuala Lumpur (two campuses)
• 5 faculties in this campus.



UTAR, Kampar Campus

• UTAR, Kampar campus, about 191km from here.



MonsoonSIM in UTAR
• MonsoonSIM is included in the following two courses:

• Fundamental of Business Systems. (ERP)
• Info Tech in Customer Relationship Management. (CRM) 

•  

• Fundamental of Business Systems (2019)
• 6+ weeks of MonsoonSIM labs
• 1st year IT students 
• Individual Practical Test (all modules on)
• Group Practical Test (all modules on)

• Preparation for Competition
•  

• IT in CRM (2019)
• 3+ weeks of MonsoonSIM labs
• 2nd and 3rd year IT & Business students
• Individual Practical Test (10 modules on, except HR, MRP & 

MNT)



Side: Teaching Chart of Accounts…

• I never imagine one day I will teach…accounting.
• By training, I am a Electrical & Computer Engineer….
• Teaching COA to IT students. in second lecture of the 

semester....
• As a “basic” for MonsoonSIM
• Sample lecture in accounting.

Note: Chart of Accounts is crucial in ERP, but not in CRM



Individual MonsoonSIM Lab for 6+ weeks.

• Estimate 25+ hours of game time.
• All modules are “turned on” one by one
• Some settings are also “turned on” one by one.
• All students did MonsoonSIM lab sessions individually.

• Lab Manual for Retail
• Was done by verson 6



Modules Rolled Out
• Sequence of “turned on” (Finance was on all time)

• Retail
• Retail + Forecast
• Retail + Forecast + Marketing

• B2B + Warehouse
• Forex
• Accrue

• HR + Service
• OCEAN

• B2B + Production
• B2B + PRD + MNT

• B2B + PRD + MNT + RTL + MKT + FCS
• B2B + PRD + MNT + RTL + MKT + FCS + HR + SRV
• B2B + PRD + MNT + RTL + MKT + HR + SRV + MRP
• ECM (after Apr 2019)
• All Modules on (+Accrue, +Forex, + OCEAN, +Loan...)

Note: I make some reference 
based on MonsoonSIM ERP 101



BYOD Quiz (Jan 2019 semester)



Quiz Time (for CT):

• What is the formula to calculate the interest of 
overdraft?



The daily interest rate = 
[Amount of Overdraft (of the day) * Overdraft Interest Rate] / 
(365 days). 

For example: 
Your Overdraft amount on Day 3 is 1,000,000, the Overdraft 
Interest Rate is 60%. 

The interest rate that appear in your P& L  on Day 4 = 
(1,000,000 x 0.6 )/ 365 = 1,643.83 => 1,644 (round up)

This interest is added back to overdraft...(compound)

Answers....



Individual Practical Test

• In the 7th week of the semester, students will take 
a MonsoonSIM practical test (individual).

• Sample Practical Test

• Results of the Practical Test

• The initial idea is to prepare the students for 
MonsoonSIM certification.

• To ensure students know the “overall operations 
and the relationships of the processes, of the 
MonsoonSIM virtual company.



Group Practical Test 

• Thank you MonsoonSIM for loaning UTAR a 
server that can take 80 students.

• Also serve as Internal Competition
• Winning teams were selected to National 

Competition
 
• Simple Report on Group Practical Test 



Certification

• At the end of the semester (Apr 2019)
• 40+ students requested to take the MonsoonSIM 

certification.

• 30+ students passed
• Averagely, most had tried 3 rounds, then passed.
• Record 24 days...



Prepare for Competition
• In July 2019, six teams went for competition. 

• In second course (IT in CRM), it was not as rigorous as the 1st course 
(Fundamental of Business Systems) 



MonsoonSIM as 
Effective ERP Introduction



Before MonsoonSIM

• Before MonsoonSIM, Odoo (or OpenERP) and 
ERPNext were used to teach the students in 
Fundamental of Business Systems.
• Note: Today I still use the above two ERP systems to teach my 

students.
• But now MonsoonSIM is being taught first.
• SAP Business By Design was taught once.
• Subscribe to SAP University Alliance Program

• Observation:
• Students are required to “know” 200+ terms in both business 

and IT, and their “relationship”.
• The content are “dry”, as the students don't understand much 

of value on “data entry”.
• Students don't “see” the value of ERP....or understand.



Main Problem Faced in Teaching ERP

• Relationship among “objects” and “data fields”, 
besides knowing “what is it”.



Quiz Time

• Put “X” in the empty boxes to indicate there is a 
“direct relationship” between the two departments 
in MonsoonSIM.

WRH MKT HRM
B2B
RTL
SRV

Note: One of the quiz questions for my students, answered with smarphone



Why UTAR Adopt MonsoonSIM?

• Of course, UTAR previously has the budget for a 
“ERP package”
• I just justified and “swap” to MonsoonSIM
• It did take me 1 year+ to convince my faculty.

• A much better way to let students to understand the 
business terms, processes and operations

• A much better way to let students to appreciate the 
value of a ERP system
• via “data-driven decision making”.



Business Simulaton Approach

• Much better than “data entry approach” of the ERP 
especially in the “introduction stage”
• Experiential learning

•  

• Fun and Interactive
• Every decision will have “consequences”
• Compete among classmates
• Arouse the interest
•  

• Student absorbs better on the concepts and terms, 
and the complex relationship of processes
• Through playing MonsoonSIM.
• More active attitude.
• Teach students the importance of BI (or reporting)



Data-Driven Decision Making, 
and Reporting



The Value of Info Sys, (eg: ERP)

• Without MonsoonSIM, it is very difficult to teach the last 
one “decision making”, which carries the most important 
value of ERP (in my opinion).

Digitization Data Collection Reporting & 
Analysis

Decision 
Making



How to “make decision”

• Some ways ways:
• Simply do it
• Based on Experience
• Refer to Data 

• Question: Which one do you prefer?

• Question: What business decision should be made? 
(asked by my students) 



Decision vs Report in MonsoonSIM

• In my lab manual (v6), the “decisions” are 
highlighted:



Quiz Time: Set Price 

• Is it a “good decision” to set the price up (or down)?



BI : Set the price “down” 

• Is it a “good decision” to set the price up (or down)?



BI : Set the price“up” 

• Is it a “good decision” to set the price up (or down)?



Quiz Time: Marketing 

• How to use BI to “stream down” decisions on 
Marketing? 



BI: Marketing ROI



MonsoonSIM & Decision Making

• MonsoonSIM help ERP classes such as mine to 
highlight the importance of
• On the role “decision” in the value chain of ERP
• Finding good BI (data) to support the decision.

•  

• Observation: 
– A lot of students do not realize that they are being 

trained in “data driven data decision” when “playing” 
MonsoonSIM

– Until they are told.....
– Of course, a lot students still “simply make decision” or 

“rely on instinct”... 



MonsoonSIM as Effective 
Assessment Tool



Accessment in MonsoonSIM
• There are two types of accessment in MonsoonSIM

• based on KPI
• based on Matrix

• KPI accessment is used in MonsoonSIM Certification
• Good for “self motivated targets”

• Matrix accessment is used in competition
• Good for “comparing among your competitors”.

• Hence my practical test in MonsoonSIM is a combination of 
both
• 70% KPI with 30% Matrix 



Individual Assessment

• The motivation
• To make a student more “versatile”.
• To tell the true “strength” of an individual student

• KPI and Matrix as “Business Objective”

• Intend for my students to understand the whole of 
MonsoonSIM:
• If taught in group, a lot of students will “piggyback”.
• If play in a group, most students don't have the full picture of 

MonsoonSIM. (eg: The HR person may not know what the B2B guy 
is actually doing)



Group Assessment

• Cultivate and “teach” team work

• Learn the roles within a company

• Of course, prepare for competition



My “Own Research”

• All along, Universities assess students individually.

• Personally, I found that Monsoon is a very good tool to teach and 
assess “team work”.

• Students learn their strength and fit into the role of the company.

• Questions:
• What are the metrics (or rubrics) to assess students on “team work”?
• How to “fish out” the “piggyback” or “lay back” members of the group?



Business Scenarios for Students

• Business scenarios exposed to students. 
• 01) Standard Market
• 02) Moderate Market
• 03) Tough Retail
• 04) Tough Market
• 05) Prosperous Market
• 06) Moderate Market + High HR Expenses
• 07) High Expenses
• 08) Startup
• 09) MERMC Msia 2018 Final
• 10) Tough Market + High Expenses
• 11) In-game change with news.



Mapping MonsoonSIM to Real ERP



Bridging from MonsoonSIM to ERP

• Working on a real ERP (or CRM) is the 2nd half of the 
course.

•  

• “Beyond” MonsoonSIM in UTAR.
• Mapping the business activities of MonsoonSIM into a 

real ERP system
• Understand how the MonsoonSIM business activities 

are being implemented in the real world. 
•   

• Some points:
• Students don't know how to “link” MonsoonSIM to a real 

ERP....
• Need to “show” distinctively the relationship of the two. 



The Motivation

• MonsoonSIM covers
• Reporting
• Decision Making
• Dynamic business scenario interaction

•  

• Real ERP covers:
• Digitization
• Data Collection. 
• Reporting
• “Static” business scenario



Mapping to Odoo 8.0

• Has designed for a lab session in “IT in CRM”.
• For mapping a “simple” retail operation



ERP Odoo 8.0

• Has designed for a lab session in “IT in CRM”.
• For mapping a “simple” retail operation



Some Initial Settings

• Create Company.



Configure Supplier



Configure Retail Center



Configure P&L Accounts



Configure Product



Update Product Inventory & 
Set Income & Expense Accounts



Configure “Dashboard” 



Setting Initial Cash on Hand



Configure Point of Sales (POS)

• Note: POS is indirectly simulated in MonsoonSIM



1st Day of Retail Sales in 
MonsoonSIM 



1st Day of Retail Sales in Odoo 

• Simple ”replication” in Odoo



Post Sales Number to Accounts



Procure Finished Goods



URL to Download Odoo VMware Image

• https://ufile.io/ea62dbfa (only 30 days from Jan 16)



Afterthought



Some “Suggestions” 

• Make better “user guide” or “lab manual”.
• Beginner CT does not know well the mechanism of 

MonsoonSIM (and may lose interest. eg: lecturers).
• Understand how the MonsoonSIM business activities 

are being implemented in the real world (in real ERP). 
•  

• Better “design” outlook

• Using Zoom to conduct MonsoonSIM sessions


